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About This Game

Imagine...

You live in your own small world that has everything you need – cozy home, backyard with a rocking chair, beautiful garden,
and your own amusement park with music and unlimited amounts of fireworks to launch. You even have a Ferris wheel to touch

the stars! Nothing stands between you and this secluded paradise, only an unsettling feeling in the back of your mind that
something is going wrong. At some point, it all dramatically changes and now you have to find out what this world really

conceals…

Features:

You are about to get on a journey around small planet-like worlds as if you were in the Little Prince's world. However, these
ones are filled with monsters that are striving to kill you, deadly traps and riddles, which require you to be quick-witted and

attentive.
Plunge into the quaint and atmospheric world of a dark tale and reach it's core to find out what hides in the haze.

The indie-platformer World of One has many levels and puzzles with multiple solutions, big boss fights, hostile creatures and 4
different endings, which depends on the actions you take throughout the course of the game. Only your determination will help

you complete your journey and find the truth about yourself.

Beware, World of One will challenge your mind and skills. Moreover, completion of the game unlocks the "New game+" mode,
which gives you only 3 lives. Will you accept this challenge?
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Title: World of One
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Grimwood Team
Publisher:
Grimwood Team
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: 1,7 GHz Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 8600GT or equal

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad or Controller Recommended

English,Russian,French,German,Simplified Chinese
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A fun modern take on Crimsonland like twin stick fun!. Keep in mind that this is not the sort of point&click game where you
can move around freely (the game does that for you) plus there are no puzzles in a traditional sense. It's probably more like a
short third person audiobook with very light interactive elements, where you are able to click on a couple of objects and
dialogue choices, but except for that the game dictates everything else. If you're okay with that, you can expect interesting
artwork and a very nice and dark comedy, that can actually get you thinking!. The game is simply too difficult to follow, lacking
any kind of sense in the design department!
I was really hoping for this one, but since you cannot see the world map in a single window...
A waste of money and a lesson on HOW NOT design the interface for a game.. I don't get why so many people complain about
this episode. It's true that it's not as colorful as the first chapter, but the different episodes are about Graham's growth as a
character and this chapter captures his fear of failing as a king quite well. The leveldesign simply became overall darker and
smaller to emphasize Graham's discontent of being trapped.

This game is a lot of fun to play and the puzzles are not too easy nor too hard. The character cast is pretty much the same as in
the first episode but it is fun to talk to them and they act differently, according on how you treated them in the first episode.

. The last 2 levels are so hard!. I am very pleased with this romance visual novel.

The protagonist is a person of color. There are other people of color. There are queer characters \/ romance paths. And - get this
- there are polyamorous characters. HOLY F*CK! Thank you. Just thank you, Woodsy Studio for all the diversity in your VN,
and actually acknowledging polyamorous people exist and portraying them in positive light.

The story, outside of the romance paths, is quite good. The protagonist is not a princess or queen, but a regent. The game
features a mini-game of sorts that involves debating and winning debates affects certain aspects of the story. As regent, the
protagonist makes several important decisions about her nation's affairs. Some people have compared this VN to Long Live the
Queen, but I don't really see it like that. LLtQ had more to do with stats and very careful planning, whereas, Serafina's Crown is
not really like that. Making choices affects stats affiliated with certain gods in the game, but there's a lot more leisure to say
whatever the player actually wants to. Also, there's only one way to die, and that's breaking the oath the protagonist can take
during Roza's route.

I thought the art was just fine. I admit that it's a bit simplistic, but I don't think it's bad. I guess people are complaining about it
because it isn't anime-style and beautifully airbrushed. Just because someone can view the art as ugly doesn't mean it's bad.

Minor complaints: There were some typos. I also saw one instance where a word was missing from a sentence.
I can see from the achievement icon that Belatrix, the former queen, was a POC, but it's weird that a portrait of her isn't shown
in the game at all. Her character spoken about quite often, but I felt it was odd to leave out what she looked like. I know there's
a VN that came before this one, but it's always nice when games can be played individually.

I can't get over how awesome this VN was and I definitely recommend it.. really really boring game
way to repetive and too simplistic for a "Strategie" game. love it~ 10\/10. I have oculus cv1 but non of the 3 modes steam offers
runs the game longer than 5 sec.
black screen after 5 sec or more like green-yellow filled black screen
No issue with any other vr game so far.

last update fix it, Reinstallation necessary.

Very nice to play ;-)
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This game gets an A for ambiance. Its spooky, and has a feeling of dred, sort of like a lovecraftian childrens story. Unfortunatly
it isn't written very well. Get a new narrorator, and rewrite the script to make more sense, because the bad grammer and go
nowhere story branches really ruin it.. Fantastic Puzzle Game with an amazing amount of customization to tailor play sessions to
both the game style and difficulty you want.

Highly under-rated and under-appreciated game that is WELL WORTH CHECKING OUT. Cons:
Hitboxes are awful
Sword clips through enemies
Sword handling is buggy
You die randomly
Extremely repetitive
Graphics are meh (It's a VR game so that's fine)
Animations are horrible

Pros:
Low cost
Fun for 15 minutes (or is that a con?). This, like the previous item of DLC is very short. It has 2 survival levels that I don't
particularly enjoy and 2 puzzle levels. One of these is more frustrating than satisfying to solve. So I'd probably give this one a
miss.. this game doesnt work!!!!. DO NOT BUY

Edit: 12\/7\/17
As I see no new reviews, I am assuming he only sent me a new key, I am not sure why. I sure hope it wasn't to catch a gameplay
video from me so he could DMCA me... because I am not going to.
---------
So randomly I was given ANOTHER key for this game, Which suprises me as I am one of the top reviews on this game, So I
tried playing it again to see if anything improved... pumpkins were added, thats it PUMPKINS... and a ghost... the game is still a
3 meter by 3 meter zone which just ends, you're on floating textures no mountains no borders just an invisible wall, a total of 1
mob (pasted 3 times) exist all copy pasted, there were boars, and a box... you dont cut down trees you hit them with an axe... that
has a blade guard on it, and no the rocks dont break or the trees(one kind of tree copy pasted in the same direction)... you just
smack them and gain resources. its all purchased and pasted assests. NO effort was put into this game. just thought I would give
more detail on what is actually IN this game, anything I missed is in the images of the store page. The only thing that had any
effort (which still wasn't much) was the trailer...

Original Review:

So I had the glory of getting a key for this game and it was actually one I requested, but next thing I knew my key was
REVOKED before I could provide my review. (despite the counter I have about 40 minutes, I did a review video on this. Which
I will not upload)

I had to buy this game in order to make this review, and I was... hoping there was an update to change my mind, but this is a
total asset flip, there is noting original there is nothing good about this, and after checking out and finding out that this "DEV" is
in face DMCA flagging any video with a bad review I will not risk my channel and post mine.

There are no settings in this game, and it is just someone trying to make quick money off of store bought assets... Let alone the
Creator DMCA flagging people? I am requesting a refund as this game isnt even worth 0.99 cents.. This game is the best game,
but it's only good if you're a weeb.
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